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Abstract
Although, there is even higher capacity of RES that could
be utilized, the current power system operation and
control emerge limitations, which hold back their further
exploitation. More precisely, this study analyses current
island power system operation and demonstrates benefits
and obstacles of an interconnection. The potential of ultrahigh share of RES is technically feasible, while provides
under specific implementation strategies advantages in
stability, reliability, and energy adequacy.
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1 Introduction
Maximization of wind and solar power exploitation is
particularly attractive [1, 2], but as far as it concerns
island a careful consideration is needed, so as to maintain
a high degree of reliability and stability of the system
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operation [3-5]. The main problems identified concern
operational scheduling (mainly unit commitment) due to
high production forecasting uncertainties.
These problems may considerably limit the amount of
wind and PV generation that can be installed to noninterconnected island systems, increasing the complexity
of their operation.
At the other side, by their geographical and natural
position, European Islands represent a key actor with
specific characteristics into the implementation
framework of a sustainable energy policy. More precisely,
three main dimensions have been identified by the
European Commission for a successful energy planning,
which are security of supply, sustainability and
competitiveness. Furthermore, several obstacles and
technical restrictions are evident in island's the energy
sector, such as higher total costs, fluctuations in the price
and insecurity of supply. However, these disadvantages
can be outweighed by inherent advantages, especially by
utilization of renewable energy technologies, thanks to
their relative high wind and sun exposure. This potential
should be better exploited in order to investigate the
operation and planning limitations and estimate the
possible solutions.
The new operating and planning policies imposed by
the current demands for increased efficiency and
economy, dictate the need to operate the power system in
a more stressed way. More precisely, several previous
studies have analyzed the feasibility, and benefits of high
percentage electricity supply from RES technologies in
Crete. Crete’s power system faces already a significant
contribution up to 25% in its energy balance by renewable
energy sources.
But even though, there is even more capacity of RES
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that could be utilized, the current power system operation
has restrictions that hold back their further expansion.
More precisely, this study analyses current system
operation and demonstrates benefits and obstacles of an
interconnection with the mainland of Greece in parallel
with local units’ installation. Nevertheless, the possibility
of an significant large share of RES is technically
feasible, while provides under specific implementation
strategies advantages in stability, reliability, and energy
adequacy.

2 Power System of Crete’s Island
As it is well known [3-4] island power systems face
increased problems related to their steady state operation
and dynamic performance, since mismatches in
generation and load and/or unstable system frequency
control might lead to system failure much easier
compared to conventional interconnected systems.
This study deals with the autonomous power system
of Crete island, where renewable energy sources
exploitation, especially wind and solar energy, are
significant. Crete island has already a considerable
amount of installed wind park and PV plants with almost
18% contribution in annual energy balance. However, the
integration of a higher percentage of RES penetration,
especially of wind power, needs careful consideration, so
as to maintain high levels of reliability and security of the
system operation [6].
Conventional generation is based on three (3) oilfired thermal power units with total capacity of 700 MW
approximately. Additionally, there are 23 wind parks
installed with nominal power of 170MW across the island
as it is depicted in Fig.1. Furthermore, 1200 small PV
plants of 80kW nominal power each are already installed
(Fig. 2) giving 80MW in total.

Fig. 1

Wind parks allocation

Fig. 2

PV plants allocation

Fig. 3 shows the corresponding share of wind and
solar power in the island's energy balance. In this case,
small scale RES installations are not included due to lack
of procedures for monitoring or supervising. These
installations contribute only to the load demand
decrement.

Fig. 3

PVs and WPs monthly energy contribution.

3 Interconnection of Crete’s island
Interconnection of Crete’s system with the mainland
system has been the basis of several recent studies. Many
of these studies take into account future further
interconnections expansion, such as the rest of the Aegean
islands, and other areas as power system of Cyprus and
Northern Africa. The most critical and common points of
these studies are the interconnection type and volume, the
corresponding buses which will be interconnected in each
power system and the optimal design regarding the use of
local conventional plants and the renewables generation,
respectively. Therefore in this section the proposed
scenarios for the island’s interconnection are presented,
starting with the proposals supplied by two independent
producers in order to be able to supply power to the
mainland by a large number of proposed wind parks
projects.
First Interconnection Proposal: In this proposal, a
large number of wind parks, 1.002MW in total, will be
installed in the island. These wind parks will be connected
as an ultra large wind farm directly to the mainland
system through a HVDC submarine cable. More
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precisely, connection points will be the western part of
Chania and the southern part of Peloponnese,
respectively.
Second Interconnection Proposal: In this proposal,
thirty three (33) wind parks are about to be installed. The
nominal power of 1.077MW in total will be available to
the mainland grid through another submarine HVDC link.
In this case too, wind parks will not be connected to the
local grid, at least in the first phase of the project.
Third Set of Proposals: At the other hand, the final set
of proposals submitted by the transmission system
operator (TSO) separates the interconnections from any
wind park installation project. Thus in this case, there are
several proposed options of interconnection type and
connection points, respectively.
More precisely, there are proposed two scenarios of
connection points:

interconnection power capacity level is the operational
status of the local conventional power plants. Thus, two
(2) main approaches have resulted:
 Keep all or most of the local power plants in hot
spinning reserve, In order to preserve an adequate
stability and reliability level, taking into account
the special characteristics of Crete’s power system.
 Keep all or most of the local power plants in cold
spinning reserve. In this case, there is a need of two
different interconnection links or installation and
utilization of local energy storage systems.



Chania region – Megalopoli region, (250km – 400kV
DC Link, 120km AC line) as it is showed in Fig. 4.
 Heraklio region (Linoperamata or Korakia) – Athens
region (Lavrio), (380km – 400kV DC Link), as it is
showed in Fig. 5.
An extended scenario takes into account both of the
previous mentioned interconnection DC links, increasing
significantly the reliability and the general performance of
the system. Thereinafter, the proposed types of DC link
and their corresponding power capacity are Voltage
source converter (VSC based HVDC) with the use of
IGBTs (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors) and capacity
levels of 700MW (2x350MW), 1000MW (1x1000MW/
2x500MW) and 2000MW (2x1000MW).

Fig. 5

Second proposed interconnection

4 Operation Analysis
This paper presents and analyses the development and
the operation of interconnected power system of Crete
under several scenarios. More precisely, the main
variables of this study are:






Fig. 4

First proposed interconnection

Furthermore, one more critical issue regarding

Range of installed wind power,
Development and operation of pump energy
storage systems (input varies from 0MW to
250MW).
Operation of the three local conventional plants
(input varies from 700MW to 0MW).
Type, volume and number of the DC Links (case
of 700MW, 1000MW and 2000MW, case of one
DC link and two different DC links.

Taking into account all the previous system variables
a representative set of 112 subcases were developed. Then
these subcases had been simulated under two (2) different
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scenarios of power flow over the examined DC links.




Case of high power flow on the DC link due to
peak load demand and low wind power
generation.
Case of high power flow on the DC link due to
high wind power generation and low load
demand.

Finally, all these developed subcases had been
simulated in steady study analysis using relevant software
(Matlab/Simulink/Powerworld). The main purpose was to
estimate the level of further RES utilization on the island
and especially further wind power exploitation.
The examined performance of the Crete’s system
remained in marginally acceptable levels till the value of
1236MW installed wind power, including the existing
wind parks on the island. In parallel, all the subcases
presented better performance when significant number of
local units were in operation, both in case of low or high
power flow over DC link. The most crucial case regarding
both weak load flow profile and unstable performance
was the case of none local conventional units in operation.

5 Conclusion
The most critical and common points of these studies
are the interconnection type and volume of Crete’s power
system with the mainland, the corresponding buses which
will be interconnected in each power system and the
optimal design regarding the use of local conventional
plants and the renewables generation, respectively.
Therefore in this paper the proposed scenarios for the
Crete’s interconnection were presented.
More precisely, this study has examined (a) three
different cases of interconnection types regarding capacity
700MW, 1000MW and 2000MW, two different cases of
DC link types S-momopole and bipolar VSC-HVDC, (b)
the operation of all the planned to be installed pump
storage units up to 250MW in total, (c) the operation
strategy of the local conventional power plants and finally
(d) further wind power utilization till 2.74GW in total.
In conclusion the results of this preliminary study
indicated that implementation and operation of Crete’s

interconnection (DC link) with the mainland in parallel
with an adequate local conventional generation will
clearly assist the further wind power utilization on the
island up to 1236MW keeping sufficiently the required
level of reliability and stability [6, 7].
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